Welcome to Area Q2

This Area is reserved for hunters with disabilities.

In order to hunt within this Area you must have the following documentation in hand.

- Original valid government-issued photo identification.
- State hunting license and all required stamps.
- Refuge issued hunting permit.
- U designation on your Maryland hunting license or handicap placard and a universal disability pass (formerly known as a “hunt from vehicle” permit).

Sign In/Out

- Upon entering Area Q2 you must place a magnet, with your permit number, on the blind space you wish to hunt. (See map for blind options).
- When you leave the Area, regardless of the reason, you must remove your magnet.
- You and your assistant (if applicable) must hunt from within the blind or your vehicle. If hunting from a vehicle the vehicle must be parked adjacent to the blind and shooting lanes still apply.
- You may only shoot within the designated shooting lane for that specific blind.
- If your magnet gets lost or damaged replace it with another magnet. The permit number must be legible.

Write in your permit number.

Place magnet on the blind you wish to hunt.